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Procedures for three-dimensional image reconstruction that are based on the optical and neural apparatus of human stereoscopic vision have to be designed to work in conjunction with it. The principal methods of implementing stereo displays are described. Properties of the human visual system are outlined as they relate to depth discrimination capabilities and achieving optimal performance in stereo tasks. The concept of depth rendition is introduced to define the change in the parameters of three-dimensional configurations for cases in which the physical disposition of the stereo camera with respect to the viewed object differs from that of the observer’s eyes.
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1. INTRODUCTION: THE THIRD DIMENSION OF VISUAL SPACE

There are three spatial dimensions in the world of real objects but only two in the standard modes of its capture and depiction—photographic film, TV camera, the printed page, movie screen or video monitor. Condensing visual information from three dimensions into two can be reasonably successful. Painters have for centuries given clues to the three-dimensional disposition of objects on paper or canvas [1]: the further a given figure the smaller it appears; closer objects partially obscure those behind; light and shadow give hints about fore and aft position. Active participation on the part of the observer or camera can help: when one target is far and another close, focusing on one will blur the other; activity of the eye’s accommodation can add to a target’s sense of nearness, and so can change in relative position when the head is moved. These clues to depth—often called monocular because they are available even when one eye is closed—require, however, some prior knowledge or good guesses: that people and trees and houses are all approximately the same sizes, that roads and railroad tracks remain constant in width, that the sun shines from above. The ubiquity of visual representations in modern life using only two dimensions bears testimony to the effectiveness of these stratagems. But being based on supposition and not physical certainty, they could, and do, fail in unusual circumstances or novel observation.

As technology comes to grips with genuine three-dimensional displays, it recapitulates the more secure process for estimating the third visual dimension that evolution perfected by placing the two eyes forward in the head instead of laterally, enabling a process of triangulation based on two vantage points separated by a few inches horizontally. A price was paid: a panoramic representation of the world was sacrificed to a restricted one, albeit with overlapping visual fields of the two eyes. This now means that the same object is imaged on two separate two-dimensional surfaces and a correspondence between them has to be established. In an innate anatomic arrangement, neural paths from points on the two retinas with the same spatial signature converge on single cells and, when stimulated together, the observer will see single points in fixed locations. In particular, the foveal centres are corresponding points. In addition, humans have the capacity to move their two eyes not only in parallel but also relative to each other, to converge the foveal lines of sight to various positions along the z-axis, allowing objects in different planes to be brought into register.

Hence, one way of surveying the layout of objects in their three-dimensionality is to keep track of the eye movements, laterally, vertically and convergent, needed to image them bifoveal. The readout of the oculomotor stance is, however, not very sensitive and is not used as the main source of depth information. To the contrary, there is little if any change in the apparent disposition of objects in the world when the eyes are moved or their convergence changed by a prism in front of one eye. Instead, in a subtle refinement that is the essence of what we now call stereoscopic vision, the small differences between the right and left eyes’ images are analysed for relative object distances.

The two-dimensional sketch in figure 1 might represent a book seen opened either towards or away from the viewer. Bare of monocular cues, the configuration remains ambiguous. But viewing it simultaneously from two vantage points can resolve the ambiguity.

For the human stereoscopic mechanism, the so-called bipolar coordinate system applies in which the three-dimensional location of a picture element is specified by the angle it makes at the two eyes, the binocular parallax for its distance coordinate, as well as two angular coordinates: azimuth, for how far lateral with respect to the
stereopsis is better the more sharply focused the target. Low contrast [6] as well as blunt or distributed patterns like Gabor or Gaussian patches or gratings do not favour performance [7], which also suffers when vision is not equal in the two eyes.

For foveal vision, features would ideally be shown free of encumbrance, separated by no less than 3–4 arc-minutes and no more than about one-half a degree of arc [8]. These values become correspondingly larger for peripheral vision and for features much further or nearer than the fixation plane [9].

Perceptual learning, leading to an improvement in performance as familiarity is built up, is a significant feature of the stereo system [10]. In all these aspects, depth discrimination is more fragile than ordinary visual acuity, because the stereo system is more demanding of neural processing.

3. TESTING STEREOPSIS

In a clinical setting, the examiner can give more attention to a patient than in quick checks for the presence of stereopsis in broader surveys for suitability to perform certain tasks. But in all instances stereopsis tests should use patterns that are not too dim, cluttered, brief or unfamiliar. This is best accomplished with simple sharply delineated targets, an unobstructed view, at bright room light luminance levels (30–100 cd m⁻²) and unlimited observation time. Values depend on the pattern, and transfer from one kind of stimulus to another is not the rule [11]. The classical Howard–Dolman two-rod [12] procedure has not been improved (figure 3). For children, one test that works well is the fly test, a tablet showing a fly in a transilluminated polarized view, where the wing is seen well above the plane of the tablet, and the attempt to pull it reveals stereopsis.

The random-dot stereogram (figure 4) has attained popularity because the contours of the test patch are invisible in the absence of stereopsis [14]. Two otherwise identical panels contain many small tokens, and a subset is being given disparity by a horizontal shift through the width of one or more tokens. Monocularly the panels contain no internal contours, but in binocular view, the shifted patch’s disparity makes it appear in front or behind the plane of the full panel. The procedure has both virtues and drawbacks. For the observer, there is neither depth nor shape recognition until the disparity has been sorted out in the visual cortex, whereas in tests with clear singular pattern elements, the presence and the identity of the feature are not an issue, only its apparent depth. When administered in standard eye testing or visual surveys, the simpler patterns give more reliable results and are to be preferred.

The reason is to be found in the neural unravelling needed for the disparity to arise in a random-dot stereogram. In figure 4 [13], two rows are shown, one just above the disparity patch, one just within it. A dot in one eye should be matched with just one in the other, leaving in the end only two levels of disparity. Some trial and error is needed, choosing among ambiguous matches until a coherent solution emerges. The neural mechanism by which this is achieved has yet to be elucidated, but it takes time; this is the reason why on first showing, longer exposure durations are needed than for

Figure 1. This sketch, devoid of monocular cues to depth, can represent a book or a folder open towards or away from the viewer. The ambiguity is resolved by getting a simultaneous look from two separate vantage points.

2. OPTIMAL CONDITIONS FOR STEREOPSIS

Much has been learned since Wheatstone invented the stereoscope in 1838 and was thus enabled to examine the feature combination in the two retinas that is involved in stereopsis. Here, some of the conditions that optimize the detection of depth differences between adjoining feature elements will be surveyed. To visualize what is involved, place two knitting needles at arm’s length and try to make their tips touch. Doing this with just one and then with both eyes open makes a convincing case for the value of stereopsis. For a good observer in a practised task, the disparity threshold can be as small as a few seconds of arc, which translates into a depth difference of less than a tenth of a millimetre, or the height of the profile on a coin, at arm’s length.

Human depth discrimination is best when there are several objects in different three-dimensional locations. The task then requires the examination of the right-and-left-eyed images, the pairing of corresponding elements and the determination of their relative disparity. The virtue of the operation in the domain of disparities is that values, being differences, are independent of the state of convergence of the eyes.

The most immediate questions relate to the temporal and spatial feature disposition. In the time domain, the arrival of input to the two retinas should be synchronized to better than 50 ms. Alternating presentation to the two eyes at a rate of 15 Hz already leads to a performance decrement [2]. Similarly, when the depths of two neighbouring features are compared, their binocular onset should be synchronized to better than 50 ms [3]. Further, the untrained observer does poorly when targets are exposed for less than a few hundred milliseconds [4], although crude stereoscopic depth can be detected with a sub-millisecond lightning flash, if bright enough [5].

Stereoacuity is better the more sharply focused the target. Low contrast [6] as well as blunt or distributed patterns like Gabor or Gaussian patches or gratings do not favour performance [7], which also suffers when vision is not equal in the two eyes.

For foveal vision, features would ideally be shown free of encumbrance, separated by no less than 3–4 arc-minutes and no more than about one-half a degree of arc [8]. These values become correspondingly larger for peripheral vision and for features much further or nearer than the fixation plane [9].

Perceptual learning, leading to an improvement in performance as familiarity is built up, is a significant feature of the stereo system [10]. In all these aspects, depth discrimination is more fragile than ordinary visual acuity, because the stereo system is more demanding of neural processing.

3. TESTING STEREOPSIS

In a clinical setting, the examiner can give more attention to a patient than in quick checks for the presence of stereopsis in broader surveys for suitability to perform certain tasks. But in all instances stereopsis tests should use patterns that are not too dim, cluttered, brief or unfamiliar. This is best accomplished with simple sharply delineated targets, an unobstructed view, at bright room light luminance levels (30–100 cd m⁻²) and unlimited observation time. Values depend on the pattern, and transfer from one kind of stimulus to another is not the rule [11]. The classical Howard–Dolman two-rod [12] procedure has not been improved (figure 3). For children, one test that works well is the fly test, a tablet showing a fly in a transilluminated polarized view, where the wing is seen well above the plane of the tablet, and the attempt to pull it reveals stereopsis.

The random-dot stereogram (figure 4) has attained popularity because the contours of the test patch are invisible in the absence of stereopsis [14]. Two otherwise identical panels contain many small tokens, and a subset is being given disparity by a horizontal shift through the width of one or more tokens. Monocularly the panels contain no internal contours, but in binocular view, the shifted patch’s disparity makes it appear in front or behind the plane of the full panel. The procedure has both virtues and drawbacks. For the observer, there is neither depth nor shape recognition until the disparity has been sorted out in the visual cortex, whereas in tests with clear singular pattern elements, the presence and the identity of the feature are not an issue, only its apparent depth. When administered in standard eye testing or visual surveys, the simpler patterns give more reliable results and are to be preferred.

The reason is to be found in the neural unravelling needed for the disparity to arise in a random-dot stereogram. In figure 4 [13], two rows are shown, one just above the disparity patch, one just within it. A dot in one eye should be matched with just one in the other, leaving in the end only two levels of disparity. Some trial and error is needed, choosing among ambiguous matches until a coherent solution emerges. The neural mechanism by which this is achieved has yet to be elucidated, but it takes time; this is the reason why on first showing, longer exposure durations are needed than for
simpler stereo ones. However, once a given random-dot stereogram has been solved, it becomes easier on subsequent trials; perceptual learning, known to play a significant role in stereoscopic viewing, is an integral part of testing with random-dot stereograms.

For an uncomplicated, easily administered evaluation of a subject's stereo performance, a panel that uses the time-tested features of the Snellen acuity chart (figure 5) by giving one character in each line successively smaller disparities is ideal. Like all stereograms, it requires presentation of a different image to the right and left eyes and involves one of the methods to which we now turn.

4. METHODOLOGY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAYS

The indispensable condition for a three-dimensional stereo display is to give each eye its own separate view of the world. Here, we will leave aside elaborate virtual displays that, instead of presenting two flat images stereoscopically, use holography or multiple-stage optical imaging to produce suitably differentiated electro-magnetic disturbances reaching the two eyes of the observer.

Re-representation through photography requires the capture of a two-dimensional image from each of two

Figure 2. Geometrical layout when a cube is viewed by two eyes. Edge B is nearer than A and C. The angle subtended by AB at the left eye is larger than by BC, and the reverse is true of the right eye. When the eyes are converged on plane AC, targets A and 

Figure 3. Principle of Howard–Dolman test for stereoacuity. The vertical bar B is fixed in the midline at a distance z of several metres. The vertical bar A above it is adjusted by the observer until it appears just nearer. Alternatively, many settings of equal depth are made and the variance is an estimate of the precision of detectability of depth differences. For a distance of 6 m, a good observer’s just discriminable difference in depth is a disparity; i.e. \( \delta y = \frac{LAR - LBR}{z} \), of a few arcseconds, which using the equation \( \delta z = a\delta y/z^2 \) computes to a depth separation \( \delta z \) of about 1 cm.

For an uncomplicated, easily administered evaluation of a subject’s stereo performance, a panel that uses the time-tested features of the Snellen acuity chart (figure 5) by giving one character in each line successively smaller disparities is ideal. Like all stereograms, it requires presentation of a different image to the right and left eyes and involves one of the methods to which we now turn.

4. METHODOLOGY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAYS

The indispensable condition for a three-dimensional stereo display is to give each eye its own separate view of the world. Here, we will leave aside elaborate virtual displays that, instead of presenting two flat images stereoscopically, use holography or multiple-stage optical imaging to produce suitably differentiated electro-magnetic disturbances reaching the two eyes of the observer.

Re-representation through photography requires the capture of a two-dimensional image from each of two
horizontally separated vantage points followed by their display to the two eyes individually. The most direct if technologically most demanding way is to provide each eye with its own optical path and miniature screen on a head-mounted device, though the exclusion of the real outside visual world would introduce problems. Widely used are dual projectors equipped with orthogonal polarizers, directed at an aluminium screen reflection from which retains polarization. Viewing through orthogonal polarizing lenses, cheap and disposable, ensures that each eye receives only its own image.

Alternatively, one eye's picture can be photographed and viewed through a blue filter and the other eye's a red filter, with non-overlapping wavelength transmission bands. The technique, to which the name anaglyph is attached, of course interferes with the normal chromatic properties of the images.

Less convenient but no less effective are mirror systems, in which side-by-side panels, containing the right and left eyes' images, are brought into register by the use of mirrors (figure 6). Practised observers can bring about superimposition voluntarily by fusion without any appliances. Acquiring this skill has become a distinct advantage for readers of the scientific literature showing such displays.

One procedure in which the right and left eyes' images share the same viewing plane while still retaining segregation, though somewhat awkward in practice, is to populate alternate narrow vertical strips with the image components associated with the right, respectively, left eyes' view in these locations, and direct light from these to the appropriate eye by, for example, alternating vertical strips of right and left deviating prisms or by some means of transillumination by deviating light beams (figure 7). As with mirror systems, correct registration has to be meticulously assured: the deviated beams must not overlap and be separated by the interocular distance in the observer's facial plane.

At the time of writing, the most promising approach is to make the two eyes' images share the whole viewing surface, with a temporal alternation at a high frames rate for the two eyes, preferably 120 Hz or more, with some means of synchronizing each eye's exposure to only the frames meant for it. This can be achieved by viewing through goggles with suitable triggered binocularly alternating occlusion (figure 8).
from the display is passed through a screen with suitably synchronized changing angles of circular polarization. Here, the goggles need only be passively circular polarizing. The advantage of these procedures is that the full capabilities in the spatial and colour domains of the display are preserved with no performance decrement or flicker if the temporal alternation rate is high enough.

All methods of re-representation described collapse a three-dimensional view onto two fixed two-dimensional surfaces, albeit with relative image placements within them appropriate to location in 3-space. But in negotiating the real world, the human visual system has the capacity to adjust to different fore and aft planes both by converging the foveal lines of sight to superimpose individual objects, however far they are, and to change focus as needed. Ordinarily these two functions are yoked; when focusing on the target plane, the eyes will converge on it also. A mismatch can, however, occur. The two eyes may not be in register because of the physical arrangement on the screens or deliberately exaggerated three-dimensional effects. Depending on the observer’s accommodation–convergence relationship [15] and the tightness of the linkage, complaints of ocular discomfort may be encountered. This should be handled in the first instance by ensuring that the instrumentation and mode of viewing leave the observer without focus and convergence errors. But even in situations that are, optometrically speaking, unexceptional, prolonged stereo viewing is not infrequently found uncomfortable.

5. DEPTH RENDITION IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAYS

When depth in a scene had been captured by stereo-photography and then re-created by one of the methods just described, attention should be paid to the fidelity of the rendition. Brewster [16] early on drew attention to the problem and Helmholtz [17] made reference to it. However, their accounts lack transparency and fail to clearly articulate the useful distinction, first developed by von Rohr [18], between a display that gives a view identical to the observers’ of the original target (tautomorphic), one that preserves relative if not actual depth relationships (homeomorphic), and one that gives different depth (heteromorphic).

In its essence the problem is most conveniently analysed by examining the angular relationships in which an observer with interocular separation \( a_o \) views face-on a small cubical element of side length \( \Delta l \) at a distance \( z_o \) (in terms of the Cartesian coordinates \( z \) for the distance from the observer, and \( x \) and \( y \) for horizontal, respectively, vertical distances in the observation plane). For the observer, the view is characterized by two variables, both expressed in angular measure: \( \Delta l/z_o \) the width of the element, and \( \Delta l/a_o z_o^2 \) the binocular disparity between front and back surfaces. (If \( z \) is large compared with \( \Delta l \), radians can be substituted for the angles’ tangents.) Both are converted by the eyes’ optics into retinal positions and from there to neural impulses to the visual cortex [19]. The analysis is laid out in figure 9 in which one edge of the cube has been aligned for convenience with the line of sight of one eye.

Transferring from Cartesian coordinates (where for a cube \( \Delta z/\Delta x = 1 \)) to the angles of disparity and of the width subtended at the eye, the condition for a display to be that of a cube is that the disparity/width ratio be given by

\[
r_o = \frac{\Delta l/a_o z_o^2}{\Delta l/z_o} = a_o/z_o.
\]

As seen on the screen, the rendition is that of a cube if the ratio of the distances \( AC/AD \) (which for large \( z \) and small \( \Delta l \) is equal to the ratio of the difference of the angles \( LAR \) and \( LCR \) to the angle \( BLA \)) is equal to \( a_o/z_o \)

It expresses a veridical depiction of the cubical element within the polar coordinates operative in binocular vision and remains invariant with magnification.

Suppose now a photographic record is obtained of this target placed at a distance \( z_c \) from the principal points of a twin camera with lens separation \( a_c \). In such a record, the rendition will have value \( r_c = a_c/z_c \), which remains unchanged with magnification.

Figure 7. Schema for partitioning a monitor screen into alternate narrow vertical strips containing image segments directed to the left and right eyes, respectively, by suitably deviating their optical paths. Screen and eye positioning are critical.

Figure 8. Alternating frames on the monitor display picture for left and right eyes’ viewing, synchronized with appropriate alternating occlusion of liquid crystal display goggles. Frame rate needs to be fast enough to prevent flicker.

\[\text{Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)}\]
Figure 9. A cube of side length $\Delta l$ is viewed head-on by an observer with interocular separation $a$ from a distance $z$, large compared with the other distances. Each side of the front face of the cube has angular subtense $\Delta l/z$ and the cube’s depth has disparity $\sim a\Delta l/z^2$. Depth rendition is defined as the ratio of the binocular disparity associated with the cube’s depth $AC$ to the angular size of its width $AB$. It is numerically equal to the ratio $AB/AD$. Angular size $= \Delta l/z$; disparity $= LAR/LCR = \Delta l/a/z^2$; depth rendition $= \text{disparity/size} = a/z$.

For an observer with interocular separation $a_\text{opt}$, screen images of this record will provide the correct stimulus configuration of a cube only at a specific viewing distance $z_\text{opt}$ for which $a_\text{opt}/z_\text{opt} = a/z_\text{opt}$. At shorter viewing distances, the screen representation of the disparity (which changes as the inverse square of the distance) will be proportionally larger than that of the cube’s face width (which changes inversely with distance). As a consequence, the view will be of a structure more compressed in depth than a cube. Conversely, a screen viewed further from the observer than the designated vertical position will give stimulus dimensions of a structure with an expanded depth. For example, for veridicality of depth rendition, a scene photographed at 250 cm with camera interlens separation 25 cm must be viewed by an observer with interocular separation 6.25 cm at 62.5 cm, regardless of any overall magnification with which it is presented. If the reproduction is viewed instead at 50 cm, the observer will experience the cube’s angular width reduced by 20 per cent but the disparity by 36 per cent and the disparity/width ratio will no longer be that appropriate to a cubical target.

It must be understood that the discussion has been in optically defined terms, and that there is a fundamental distinction in psychophysics between a stimulus variable and its perceptual correlate. Angular size and binocular disparity are stimulus variables; while related to the observer’s sensory task, they exist and are measured in physical object space and hence are subject to simple laws of scaling and superposition. For their counterparts in the realm of perception, however, this is usually not the case. The relationship between the physically defined disparity and its perceptual counterpart, the apparent depth, is complex, nonlinear and dependent on context [20]. The distinction drawn by von Rohr between homeomorphic and tautomorphic re-representation in a stereoscopic display comes into play because scaling of $r = \text{disparity/angular width}$ in the realm of a configuration’s visual stimulus does not necessarily lead to a parallel scaling of $\rho = \text{seen depth/apparent width}$ in that of its percept. If $m$ is a multiplying factor, $m \times r$ does not, in general, entail a corresponding $m \times \rho$. Veridicality in the perceived depth of a scene is to be expected only when $a_\text{opt} = a$, and $z_\text{opt} = z_\text{opt}$. The condition $a_\text{opt}/z_\text{opt} = a/z_\text{opt}$ does not suffice.

There is a specific example. Relative depths in a scene at moderate distances seen with binoculars without augmentation of the base distance, i.e. merely with significant magnification, are substantially less than in normal view [21]. Yet, the retinal images delivered by such a device are merely scaled up, with the disparity/width ratios unchanged, i.e. they are homeomorphic. Several factors are at play in the relationship between the stimulus depth rendition factor and an observer’s report whether the reproduced scene appears to be veridical, foreshortened or extended in depth. With increasing disparity values, the seen depth becomes a smaller multiple of that at threshold disparity: depth increments do not scale linearity with disparity.

6. PSYCHO-PHYSIOLOGY OF STEREOSCOPY

Small identical targets imaged on the centre of the fovea in the two eyes are seen in the same spatial location; they ‘correspond’. With both eyes remaining fixed, the locus of all corresponding points in a horizontal plane containing the two eyes and the fixation point is a line called ‘longitudinal horopter’ [22]. When a target is shown in places on the two retinas that do not correspond, i.e. some distance in front or behind the horopter, double vision, or diplopia, ensues, although this may not be immediately reported by the observer. There is, however, a little leeway when moving a target out of exact correspondence before diplopia occurs. This is most clearly analysed by separating the view of the two eyes, finding a pair of corresponding points, say the centres of the two foovea, placing a small target in that location in one eye and with rigidly maintained convergence, mapping the range of spatial locations in the other eye over which this target is still seen single, the so-called Panum’s fusional area. It has an extent of several arcmins, depending somewhat on the targets being used, and is subject to training [23]. An important experimental demonstration follows: targets, one in each eye, on corresponding points are seen as one and not two, but targets on slightly non-corresponding points—within Panum’s areas and hence not yet seen double—will, by definition, have disparity and give rise to stereoscopic depth (figure 10). Thus, the phenomenon of disparity and its use for the purpose of stereoscopic depth perception is to be decoupled from that of fusion, the report of singleness of binocularly presented targets. (Dysfunctions of binocularity, e.g. strabismus, are beyond the scope of this review.)

The decoupling of fusion and stereoscopic depth is also evident in reports of qualitative depth, i.e. the ability to distinguish between the sensation ‘nearer’ or ‘farther’, with targets that are far apart from corresponding points on the two retinas and are very prominently seen as double [24].
the region beyond $H_2$, for example, $C$, are seen double and ‘nearer’ or ‘farther’ than $P$, associated with them. Points in have some qualitative depth, i.e. some vague sense of

Figure 10. Zones in binocular vision in which points are seen single or double, and with or without depth. Horizontal plane containing right and left eyes and fixation point $P$ on which the lines of sight of the two eyes are converged. Curve $H$ traced out all corresponding points in this situation, i.e. points that are single and have no disparity. Binocular stimuli in the hatched area between the two curves $H_1$, for example, point $A$, are still seen single although their depth, viz. their distance from curve $H_1$ can be detected. They lie within Panum’s fusional areas. Points in the zone between curves $H_1$ and $H_2$, for example, $B$, are seen in diplopia yet have some qualitative depth, i.e. some vague sense of ‘nearer’ or ‘farther’ than $P$, associated with them. Points in the region beyond $H_2$, for example, $C$, are seen double and in general lack depth location.

The properties of the primitive neural apparatus subserving stereopsis in the brain are usually charted with geometrical configurations made of simple components. Woven in and superimposed are more complex factors where the individual’s previous experience, expectation and attention matter. Their consideration falls into the disciplines of perception and cognition.

Reduction in stereoacuity when targets are too close together, called crowding [25], is one of many subtle interaction effects in the domain of disparity where the seen depth of targets relative to each other is affected in unexpected ways. For example, good depth articulation of isolated features can be lost when they are connected, or become part of a uniform plane surface [26]. Whereas small depth differences in closely adjacent features can be lost by ‘pooling’ of their depth values, they may be enhanced by further separation in the manner of the well-known centre/surround antagonism of other visual attributes [27].

7. THE PERCEPTION OF DEPTH

The stereoscopic apparatus, intended to tease out the difference in the retinal images of the two eyes that result from their view of the three-dimensional object world from dual vantage points some distance apart in the head, is only one of the components used in the overall appreciation of depth. Its capability of discriminating parallax differences of a few seconds of arc under the best circumstances is a remarkable achievement, and the occasional drawback, such as unwanted diplopia, can be forgiven, as also its fragility under adverse time and contrast conditions, and its notable dependence on learning and experience. These factors are so well integrated in the operation of the visual system as a whole that they are essentially transparent to all but the most astute observer. But this is precisely what must make us conscious of the framework needed for its seamless functioning. Eye movements, in particular, take place at intervals up to several times a second. This means that the placement of the target images on the retina changes often and, since spatially the retina is in a fixed relationship to the cortex, the analysing circuits there have to be robust to various kinds of stimulus displacements, both in parallel in the two eyes, and relative to each other. This is a tremendous task and the understanding of its neural substrate is only in its beginnings.

Although disparity is processed near the entrance of visual information into the brain [28], often called ‘early visual processing [29]’, at all times stereoscopy is only one component in our judgement of the third dimension.
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